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FILM FESTIVAL AWARDS TONIGHT
Through their stories, film makers influence society. Tonight, the Uganda
Communications Commission will reward outstanding personalities in the local
film sector at the annual Uganda Film Festival awards gala night. PAGE III
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Regulation in a converged era

I

t is a fact that Information and Communications
Technology (ICT) has enormous impact on everyday lives and economic activities, including the opportunities only materialise fully when the regulatory
framework fosters investment and widespread diffusion
of ICTs. Without these conditions, the full promise of
ICTs remains unrealised. Uganda Communications
Commission (UCC) as the regulator of the communications sector monitors, inspects, licences, supervises, controls and regulates communication services
through an established legal and regulatory framework.
Imagine a situation where there was no regulator in
the sector, the situation would
have been worse that you can
ever imagine. Any growth and
improvements in the sector that
you see currently are as a result of
a legal and regulatory framework
that the UCC oversees and implements. This framework includes
the Law itself; The Uganda Communications Act of 2013, the regulations operationalising the law,
“The commission
the licensing conditions, guideusing the
lines, policies and standards.
established
Therefore, we have set the
legal framework
ground rules upon which compeand licensing
conditions prevails tition in the sector thrives, market
entry is enabled, access to comupon operators,
munications services is happening
monitors
in rural and remote locations, excompliance
cessive pricing of communication
and reviews
services is in check, interconnecperformance
against standards, tion among the various players is
causes operator to possible and consumers have a
develop technical
voice on the quality of service and
plans for every non quality of experience.
conformity as a
UCC has taken on a light handed
way of corrective
approach in its regulatory role that
action on quality of includes dialogue, apply appropriservice,” says Mr
ate pressure, issuing warnings and
Fred Otunnu, UCC making public the performance of
acting director for
licenses in a way of naming and
competition and
shaming for poor performance.
consumer affairs.
Ideally, regulations should create
an enabling environment, which
will maximise the chances of new technologies succeeding. This is what UCC aims to do by regulatory interventions.

Officials from UCC, Office of the
Prime Minister and district leaders
test the control system at the district
headquarters. COURTESY PHOTO
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WARNING SYSTEM

R

esidents of Butaleja
District in eastern
Uganda are living with
renewed sense of hope and
certainty about their lives,
property and businesses.
This follows the installation
of a flood early warning system in the district, recently.
The system was installed
at Namulo Bridge on River
Manafwa in Himuntu Subcounty.
The government through
the Uganda Communications Commission (UCC),
the Office of the Prime
Minister (OPM), the Ministry
of Water and Environment
(MWE) and Butaleja Local District Administration
installed the flood early
warning system, to mitigate
the impact of floods in the
district.
The project is in line
with Ugandas’ disaster
preparedness policy with
technical support from the
International Telecommunications Union.
Components
The first of its kind in
Africa, flood early warning system, comprises of
three main components; a
sensor that is placed in the
river, a solar powered siren
adjacent to the river and a
control centre positioned at
the district headquarters.
Once the water levels
reach a certain point on the

The siren has a reach of five
kilometres.
While the project is a pilot one, the communities
received it with a sigh of
relief, for a lot of lives and
property that have been
lost over the years.
From August 4 to August
8, a combined team of experts from UCC, OPM and
MWE camped in Butaleja
District to sensitise the
area residents about the
project.

A component of the
flood early warning
system, which was
installed in Butaleja
District. COURTESY PHOTO

Sensitisation campaign
The sensitisation activities included a meeting
with the district leadership,
non-government organisations and the business community.
Two community sensitisation meetings were held at
Namahere Primary School
and Namulo Trading Centre, and talk shows on local
radio stations.
The message relayed to
the community basically
hinged on the importance
of the early warning system
and what is expected of the
community when the alarm
goes off, is basically to take
responsive action.

sensor, a signal is activated
alerting the communities to
shift to safer grounds.
The siren is then followed with guiding messages from the operator at
the control centre on what
the next course of action is.

Alert message
The alert siren is in form
of a pre-recorded message
in Lunyole and English languages that notifies the
community of impending
floods, while the alarm siren
requires immediate action
from the community.

Ideally, once the alarm
siren goes off, one is expected to move in a calm
manner to a safer ground
such as church, school and
mosque grounds. This is
mainly for further management purposes.
The system has a radio
communication facility that
can be used by a community leader or evacuation
expert for further action.
The sensitisation activities
were graced by the top district leadership led by the
District chairman Joseph
Muyonjo, LC 3 chairman
and district councillors.
Mr Muyonjo said the system is going to generate
interest in Butaleja District
given that many experts
will come and learn from it
since it is the first of its kind
in Africa.
The project is scheduled
to be officially commissioned at the end of this
month.
Floods in Butaleja
For many years, Butaleja
District has been ravaged
by the persistent floods
given its location in basin
area and receiving a lot of
runoff water from the Wanale, Bududa hills, and the
imposing Elgon Mountain.
The surrounding raised topography also implies that
the area receives a lot of
relief rainfall.
The writer is a consumer
affairs specialist at UCC.
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Influencing Ugandans through films
Inspiring. Filmmakers have the ability to

influence viewers both negatively and positively.
By Cindy Evelyn Magara
editorial@ug.nationmedia.com

T

MARKETING

Uganda is
marketed
to the world
when film
products are
showcased
at various
international
festivals. This
exposure also
promotes
the tourism
industry.

he common saying that
“If you want to hide
something from an African you put it in writing”, may
be undergoing an irreversible
transformation to “If you want
to reveal everything to an African, you put in film.”
The originally orate Ugandans have the film medium to
fill the gap between the illiterate and literate when it comes
to decoding the audiovisuals.
This is possible because the
film medium is audio-visual. To
majority of Ugandans, empowerment through films begins
at the level of watching a film.
In that context, an individual is
exposed to a situation, which
they assess, learn from and at
times relate to as the film world
unfolds.
This is from an understanding
that films usually treat humanly
universal themes. Ugandan
films are made for Ugandans as
the primary audience and must
always convey a Ugandan story.
Ugandan filmmakers therefore,
have the pulpit to influence the
public through their stories.
Like other artistes, filmmakers have the poetic licence to
talk about literarily anything. As
thus, filmmakers have the ability to influence viewers both
negatively and positively. For
example, many Nigerian films
that Ugandans have watched

By Peter Okello Jabweli
editorial@ug.nationmedia.com

T

he Press and Journalists Act
(Cap 105) mandates the Media Council to censor and
classify films, plays, videos and related apparatus intended for public
consumption.
As stated in Section 9(2) of the
Act, the council may, “in carrying
out its functions under sub-section
1 (e) … refuse a film, videotape or
apparatus to be shown, exhibited
or acted for public consumption.”
Censorship and classification
aim to foster a morally wholesome
and socially-cohesive society and
safeguard core Ugandan societal
values such as the importance of
family, respect for elders and moral
integrity.
Classification lays down a set of
legally-enforceable rules to restrict
admission and access to adult films
by minors and offers parents advance information about suitability
of films to enable them make informed decisions about what to let
their children watch.
Classification, therefore, aims to
determine the likely impact of a
movie on the audience, bearing in
mind the age, social and religious
sensibilities as well as the overall

A film maker receives an award during the 2013 film festival awards. Through acting, film
makers can influence society. COURTESY PHOTO

have somehow influenced the
way some people speak.
Research on the names of
children born after the inception of telenovelas in Uganda,
shows that most of them are
no longer having the common
traditional names such as Moses, Mary, John, Evelyn, Isaac,
Caesar instead, names such as
Angelito, Salvador, Margarita,
Edwardito, Aurora are taking
centre stage.
Uganda still has a multitude
of socio-economic and political challenges that need con-

certed efforts from all stakeholders. The filmmakers are
one of the major stakeholders
who can use the film platform
to tackle or curtail the rampant
unemployment, cultural degradation, and rewrite our history
for positive impact.
Film subtly changes people’s attitudes without being
preachy. One needs not to put
a patriotism law, but to treat
that theme in film, then people
will unknowingly become patriotic.
In an ideal film industry, film

is known as show business;
because it is show business,
lump sums of money exchange
hands.
When there is a thriving film
industry, jobs will be created.
These include actors/actresses,
cinematographers, make-up
artists, costumers, set-decorators, lights-men, electricians,
caterers, location scouts/managers, production managers
(assistants), sound recordists,
boom microphone swingers,
music composers and producers, screen writers, directors

Media Council champions
classification of movies
social benefit of the material in
question.
Censorship is concerned with the
question of whether a particular film
is suitable for public consumption
and if so, classification determines
the question for which category of
human beings.
Classification serves the additional function of capturing technical aspects of the production,
which are then shared with producers and technical directors with a
view to enhancing the standard of
Ugandan films.
Why a film may not be certified
If any part of it is against the interest of the sovereignty and integrity of Uganda, the security of the
State, friendly relations with foreign
states, public order, decency or involves defamation or contempt of
court or is likely to incite the commission of any offence.
In classifying films, the council

considers a number of classifiable
elements, including violence, sex,
nudity, language, prejudice or negative stereotyping relating to race,
ethnicity, gender or religion.
The renewed emphasis on censorship and classification comes
against a backdrop of increasing
moral decadence and erosion of
Ugandan and African cultural values, which some analysts attribute
to the unrestricted flow of foreign
culture through uncensored films,
videos, plays and related apparatus.
The Media Council approaches
classification of films as a balancing
act – balancing constitutional rights
and artistic expression against the
need to protect society, especially
vulnerable members of society
such as children from exposure to
potentially harmful material.
Achievements
With support of UCC, Media

Council has;
a) Approved censorship and classification guidelines.
b) Gazetted regulations on fees
for censorship and classification
c) Established a fully-fledged censorship and classification secretariat, preview and review panels. The
secretariat can be reached at Suite
305 Third Floor Communication
House, Colville Street, Kampala.
d) Recruited staff
e) Trained both media council
members and classification secretariat staff on censorship and classification.
f) Approved the classification
categories for Uganda, namely ‘G’
for General or universal; ‘PG’ for
parental guidance and a legally restrictive category ‘18’ for films with
content not suitable for persons
below majority age.
g) Held consultative meetings
and engagements with industry
stakeholders.

and producers.
Films can be screened in theatres where people buy tickets
Afterwards, the producers can
sell distribution rights to an
agency that will make home
videos (DVDs) for sell. The producers can also sell broadcasting rights to television houses
and web exhibitors such as
YouTube.
Film producers can earn
money from a single film title
throughout their lifetime.
Thereafter, their estate owns
the copyright for 50 years and
then the intellectual product
becomes a property of the
country.
Countries can also earn foreign exchange from the international cable broadcastingcompanies such as Multichoice
(DStv) and Zuku.
Currently, there are some
Ugandan films showing on
these channels since 2006
when an independent Ugandan feature film, FATE, was
first screened on African Magic
Channels on DStv.
When Ugandan cinema is
developed, there are also
multitude of resultant social
benefits such as enriching our
languages, capturing our stories: the myths origin, our history and improving our cultural
landscape. Film is one way of
exposing our creativity and
unique heritage to the entire
world.
The writer is a lecturer of film
and literature at Makerere
University.

FUTURE PLANS

“The Media Council plans to
strengthen its engagement
with producers and technical
directors to ensure that
beyond the gate-keeping
role, classification contributes
to the production of high
quality films,” says Mr Peter
Okello, coordinator of the film
classification secretariat at the
Media Council.
h) Classified more than 500 local
and foreign films.
The writer is the coordinator of
the film classification secretariat
at the Media Council
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NOT IMPLEMENTED
“In Uganda, due to failure to implement
the copyright law, a person buys a film,
he or she can duplicate and sell it with
impunity regardless of the copyright
owners.
Pirated movies also carry adverts,
which play at the beginning of a movie.
This category has profited from this
form of piracy to the detriment of the
government when it comes to revenue
and the creative people involved in the
production of such films,”says Mr Faustin
J. Misanvu, veteran film director and one
of the UFF 2014 judges.
showcased the best creative film productions and talent. It has also awakened the
sense of ownership and boldness of the creative stakeholders, thus making them more
assertive of their copyrights.
Concurrently, interest groups such as the
Federation of Movie Industry, Producers
and Directors Guild, the Uganda Performing
Rights Society, which have collaborated with
the JLOS institutions, are evidence cases of
enforcement.
Joint operation
A joint operation conducted in downtown
Kampala recently led the inspectors to investigate and pin down a one “Papas Corner”
located along William Street where police
arrested the suspected pirates.

The piracy cases depict not only haemorrhage of revenue to government, but also
loss of jobs and the penetration of organised
crime into the Ugandan economy.
However, all is not doom and gloom; there
has been a noticeable increase in vigilance
by regulators, law enforcement agencies
and other key players, in cracking down on
music pirates. Recently, a joint operation by
the Army, Military Police, Police and UPRS,
led to the arrest of the proprietor of Beverly
Hills Pub in Kasanga and many suspected
pirate producers, VJs, distributors, and owners of video libraries and halls along William
Street.
The writer is a veteran film director and
one of the UFF 2014 judges.

Many libraries in Uganda duplicate and sell films without getting copyrights from the
owners. PHOTO BY FAISWAL KASIRYE

Pirates hindering
local film industry
By Faustin J. Misanvu
editorial@ug.nationmedia.com

D

ue to the rampant pirating of Uganda films, the
dream to have all stakeholders benefit from the film sector, hangs in balance.
While everyone may have ideas,
only some are worthy of commercial exploitation and need to be
restricted.
Intellectual Property Law is
meant to protect the unique
ideas captured in different ways
depending on the medium used.
In Uganda, due to failure to
implement the copyright law, if a
person buys a film, he or she can
duplicate and sell it with impunity regardless of the copyright
owners.
The challenge is how do we
curb the rampant piracy that
shrouds and threatens to strangle the film industry? Perhaps,
seeking answers to the following
questions suffices:
• Why do pirates continue to
operate with impunity in the presence of Uganda’s Copyright Act
(Cap 215) and the ever-present
vigilant Justice Law and Order
Sector (JLOS)?
• Why are there hardly any arrests yet the law is clear?
• What deterrent punishment is
handed down to the culprits?

• Who are the key players in enforcing the law, and what role do
they play?
• What bodies are responsible
for the copyright law enforcement?
• How effective has the enforcement been?
In view of the above questions,
the Ugandan film scenario resembles a tragic movie where the
heroes are subdued and resigned
while the villains are high-profile,
rich, loud, and at times violent.
The piracy chain villains are the
mass producers, distributors,
voice deejays, video libraries,
video halls and the mobile DVD
hawkers.
Pirates are commonly found in
downtown Kampala and other
urban areas in Uganda. They
not only reproduce but also add
sound through translating movies.
Pirated movies also carry adverts, which play at the beginning of a movie. This category has
profited from this form of piracy
to the detriment of the government when it comes to revenue
and the creative people involved
in the production of such films.
The supply chain of film pirates
ends with libraries and video
halls.
Among other factors, the
Uganda Film Festival (UFF) has

Don’t be fooled by trickstars.
Always verify identity.
Identity theft is a form of stealing
someone’s identity by pretending to be
someone else and assuming the victim’s

identity, typically in order to access
resources or obtain credit and other
benefits in that person’s name.

REPORT on-line CRIME. STOP on-line CRIME
Toll Free:

0800 133 911

fees apply:

+256 312 339 100

e-mail: incidents@ug-cert.ug
www.ug-cert.ug
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State of the communications sector
Analysis. The communications sector analysis below

Broadcasting
is one of the
most used
communication
channels for
disseminating
information to
the public.

takes into consideration the period up to March 2014.

By Mbaga Tuzinde
editorial@ug.nationmedia.com

T

he Uganda Communications Commission monitors,
inspects, licences, supervises, controls and regulates
communication services.
To achieve this function, licensees’ must submit their performance information to the commission such that it is able
to know the state of the communications sector.

PHOTO BY FAISWAL
KASIRYE

Telecommunications
Mobile telephony. The total mobile and fixed telephony
subscriptions increased from 18,341,492 to 19,169,671, in
the first quarter of this year, an increment of 4.5 per cent
compared to 4.7 per cent that was realised in the previous quarter. Whereas the mobile telephony subscriptions
(prepaid) grew by 4.3 per cent, the post-paid subscription
dropped by 6.2 per cent compared to the respective growth
of 4.7 per cent and 2.0 per cent experienced in the last quarter of 2013.
Fixed telephony. Fixed telephone subscription grew by
21.4 per cent compared to a 5.7 per cent drop registered in
the last quarter of 2013.
Mobile, fixed telephony subscriptions

The sector registered an upward growth of 1.0 per cent in
telephone density in the period being reviewed resulting to
a tele-density of 52.4 per cent.
Telephone density is the number of telephone connections
for every hundred individuals living within an area.
Communication infrastructure
Public Infrastructure Providers (PIP) and Public Service Providers (PSP). The number of PIPs and PSPs remained unchanged at 24 and 36 respectively during the first quarter of
this year. The number of Base Transmission Stations (BTSs),
however, changed from 3,646 to 3,673 resulting to a 0.7 per
cent growth.
Communications Infrastructure data

The fibre optic cable in Uganda
A total of 5,110.85km of fibre optic cables were laid by end
of 2013. Of these, MTN accounted for 1,138.8km, UTL with
540.2km, Airtel and Warid with 82km, Infocom with 836km,
UETCL with 480km, Roke Telecom and the government with
1585km as shown in the table below.

Mobile and Fixed Internet services
The sector registered a 14.2 per cent growth in mobile
Internet subscription from 3,625,559 subscribers in the last
quarter of 2013 to 4,140,530 subscribers in the first quarter
of this year, and a 1.0 per cent growth in fixed Internet subscription from 100,900 subscribers to 101,900 subscribers in
the same period.
The estimated Internet users increased by 11.5 per cent
from 7,314,395 in the last quarter of 2013 to 8,153,348 in the
first quarter of this year. As a result of the usage, the internet
penetration increased from 20.7 per cent to 22.0 per cent.
Internet and data

Tariffs
MTN, Airtel and UTL charges the same rate for per second
calls for both on and off net calls. Orange and Suretel, however, charges different rates as shown in table below
Mobile Prepaid Base Tariffs, UGX per sec - March 2014

The SMS rates vary from one company to the other.
Whereas MTN, Airtel and k2 Telecom have different onnet and off-net rates for peaks and off peaks times, Orange,
UTL and Sure telecom offers same rates for on and off nets,
peak and off peak.
Mobile SMS rates in UGX, March 2014

Broadcasting
In the broadcasting sub sector, no variation was noted on
the number of analogue TV stations, the number of opera-

tional FM stations, the number of digital terrestrial TV stations, and the number of digital satellite TV stations.

Postal service
During the first quarter of this year, the postal service sub
sector experienced a 3.5 per cent drop in domestic ordinary
letter posted compared to the 8.2 per cent growth experienced in the last quarter of 2013, 58.6 per cent drop in domestic registered letters posted compared to the 100.4 per
cent growth experienced in the last quarter of 2013, and a 0.4
per cent increase in Domestic EMS compared to the 32.8 per
cent drop experience in the last quarter of 2013.
Postal data

Complaints handling
The commission operates a fully fledged complaints management mechanism where in circumstances a consumer
remains dissatisfied with the service providers resolution,
they can then lodge a complaint with UCC, at which point it
becomes a second level complaint. The statistics used here
represent second level complaints to UCC.
Consumer Complaints

The highest number of complaints registered in the first
quarter of this year were on billing issues and followed by
unsolicited messages. Data/Internet related issues are the
third most complained about issues and this was the same
trend in the last quarter of 2013.
Mbaga Tuzinde is the manager Economic Regulation at
UCC.
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Understanding broadband
By Ibrahim Bbossa
ymaganda@ug.nationmedia.com

A

lthough there is no standard definition of broadband, it is commonly
used to refer to various aspects of
communication network infrastructure
and services that enable high speed
transfer of data over the Internet.
The International Telecommunication
Union (ITU) manual for measuring Information and Communications Technology (ICT) access and use by households
and individuals (2014 edition), defines
broadband as an Internet connection
with downstream speeds of at least 256
kilobits per second (kbps).
This definition is thus used in various
jurisdictions including the Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) and the Partnership for
Measuring ICT for Development.
Broadband in Uganda is taken as an Internet connection with a minimum downlink speed of 256Kbps.
The speed of connection achieved by
broadband service users varies significantly depending on the type of technology used to access the service.
The two broad categories of access
technologies used to deliver broadband
services, distinguished by performance
are wireline and fixed and wireless and
mobile broadband technology. These
two categories encompass various types
of Internet services including;
• Fixed (wired) broadband technologies
such as Digital Subscriber Lines (DSL), cable modem, Fibre-to-the-home/building
(FTTx) and broadband over power line.
• Terrestrial fixed (wireless) broadband
technologies such as WiMAX and fixed
CDMA.
• Satellite broadband technology.
• Mobile broadband technologies such
as 3G(HSPA) and 4G (LTE).
Traditionally, wireline broadband technologies have had inherent performance
advantages; they deliver higher capacities
and throughput rates while mobile broadband technologies offer lower capacity
and throughput but provide mobility.
Advancement in wireless technology,
with the advent of fixed wireless technology are enabling wireless platforms deliver capacity and throughput comparable
to those of wireline technology, although
wireline technology platforms still have
superior performance.
As a result, wireline and wireless technologies are being used by service providers and broadband service users as
complimentary platforms in the delivery
of broadband services.
By default, backbone communication
networks in developed countries have
been built with wireline technologies,
while access networks constituted of either wireless or wireline technologies.
This is not the case in Uganda as the uptake of mobile telephony services super
cede the demand for wireline telephony

services and thus no extensive rollout of
wireline technology occurred in network
backbones, thus making the challenge to
deploy broadband quite significant.
Broadband users
Broadband service users often do not
achieve the theoretical maximum supported rates as these rates are achiev-

able under defined conditions of use.
Factors such as a user’s distance from an
exchange, number of users sharing the
access channel, requirements of services
being used, type and capability of end
user equipment as well as software running on the end user device, can affect
the actual speeds or service quality experienced by the user.

The table above highlights the variety of access network technologies for both
fixed and mobile broadband indicating the theoretical maximum speeds achievable
with the use of each access technology.

Fixed and Mobile internet technologies in Uganda.

RCDF easing
communication
By Brian Ssenoga
bssenoga@ug.nationmedia.com

T

he Uganda Communications Commission (UCC) established the Rural Communication Development Fund (RCDF) in
2003 to ease communication in all parts of the
country, especially in rural areas.
RCDF is a Universal Service Fund to communications in Uganda.
According to Mr Bob Lyazi, the RCDF director, the project was set up to connect rural
areas and communities where telecom companies were unable to provide direct services
and complement their services.
“The activities of RCDF are guided by the
RCDF Policy of 2001, which was set for a period of five years from 2003 to 2007. However,
between 2003 and 2009, the focus of RCDF
projects was on ensuring access to Information
and Communications Technology services for
the underserved areas,” Mr Lyazi says.
Information from UCC indicates that RCDF
has implemented many projects including 732
Internet points of presence, 760 Internet cafes, 620 Information computer training centres,
25,450 public payphones 798 district web portals and 101 multi-purpose community telecentres (MCT) at sub county levels, 390 postal
projects in different communities, provision of
well-equipped ICT laboratories in 1000 government aided secondary schools and retooling of teachers.
“About 837 health facilities at district level
and regional referrals hospitals have been
aided with ICT facilities. This is done in order
to integrate ICT in the health sector,” Mr Lyazi
says.
Direct impact
He says the direct impact realised out of the
projects implemented includes 100 per cent
voice coverage at the sub county level, 100
per cent data coverage for every district town
of Uganda, teaching of computer studies as a
subject in at least 50 per cent of government
secondary schools and basic ICT equipment
in all district government hospitals has been
realised.
UCC manages the fund and telecom companies are supposed to contribute 1 per cent of
their annual income to the fund.
“The collected money is used purely to run
rural communication projects, which include
installing communication infrastructure and
networks in rural areas that are under served
and not an additional burden or punishment
to the operators,” he adds.

WIRELINE BROADBAND
Traditionally, wireline broadband
technologies have had inherent
performance advantages; they deliver
higher capacities and throughput
rates while mobile broadband
technologies offer lower capacity and
throughput but provide mobility.
Licensed and operational Internet service providers in Uganda as of March 2014.

Mr Bob Lyazi, the RCDF director.
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Challenges of unsolicited messages
Messages. Despite some challenges,
unsolicited messages are sometimes used by the
government to inform, alert and broadcast public
service announcements.

*100*9*7*1#, MTN *175*1*1*1#,
Airtel write end” and send to
122. To stop messages from
other content providers such
as 8198, write STOP and send
to sender’s number. E.g. STOP
NEWS send to 8198 or STOP
SPORTS send to 8198.

By Ibrahim Bbossa

editorial@ug.nationmedia.com

T

SMS SERVICES

“Consumers
need to be
aware that
most often
than not,
subscription
to information
services such
as updates,
quotes and
inspiration
messages
have cost
implications.
Operators,
however,
need to
indicate
pricing and
provide opt
out options
when a
consumer
has no further
use for the
service,” says
Mr Ibrahim
Bbossa,
Manager
consumer
affairs at
UCC.

he growing trend and
public outcry against unsolicited messages is worrying.
“Unsolicited messages” for
purposes of this communication
means any message sent by an
unidentified or falsified sender
to a consumer of communications services. It also refers to
any commercial message not
requested for by a consumer,
but sent to and paid for by the
consumer.
While UCC licenses telecommunication service providers
and issues short codes usually
four digit or three digit codes
to content providers for messaging enterprise, the expectation is that operators and content providers will at all times
conduct themselves in a professional manner in their dealings with the public, customers
and other service providers but
this seems to be failing.
SMS guidelines
As a regulator, UCC has developed guidelines on text
and multimedia messaging
to promote confidence in the
use. The guidelines provide
a transparent mechanism for
complaints handling to ensure
complaints are handled in a fair
and efficient manner and to ensure that service providers and
content originators or providers do not abuse the messaging service.
Operators and content providers are required not to provide any content that is objectionable on the grounds of
public interest, public morality,

If I receive an unsolicited SMS or message on my mobile phone, what can I
do?
If the message appears to be genuine,
reply ‘STOP’ to the message. Keep the
message and make a complaint. If you suspect the message may be a scam, do not
respond and report it to your operator.
I’ve been charged for receiving SMS
messages I didn’t request. What can I
do?
Charges for receiving SMS may be for a
mobile premium service. To stop the messages, you can call the premium content
supplier’s helpline about charges or to stop
the service.
You can also call your telephone service
provider about charges and ask them to
stop the service. Also consider texting
‘STOP’ to the number included in the message. You should then receive a message
from the content supplier confirming the
cancellation of the service.
Complaints about the billing of these

Phone subscribers often receive unsolicited messages which involve deducting credit.
PHOTO BY RACHEL MABALA

public order, public security,
national harmony or otherwise prohibited by the laws of
Uganda.
Constitutional rights
When a service provider
sends unsolicited messages,
not only are they inconveniencing the receiver, but ardently
violating and disrespecting the
constitutional right of that customer to personal privacy and
privacy of communications.

The guidelines require every
commercial communication
made from contact information
obtained as a result of previous
business dealings with a customer to include an indication
in the message to the recipient
of an easy and efficient way for
the recipient to stop the receipt
of further messages or to notify the service provider to stop
sending any further messages.
Service providers have been
required to implement a func-

tional, obvious, clear and efficient unsubscribe or opt out
facility to enable a customer
send notification to the service
provider barring further messages to the customer from the
respective service provider or
specific application.
In effect, all telecommunication service providers established codes to enable
customers exercise their right
to opt out of unsolicited messages. For instance, Warid

Dealing with unsolicited
short message services
services should be directed, in the first instance, to your mobile phone service provider.
In the event your complaint remains unresolved, you can contact the Uganda Communications Commission on 0800 133 911
or visit its website at www.ucc.co.ug.
If I did not consent to receiving the message in the first place, why should I unsubscribe?
If you think the message sender is a legitimate business who is sending unsolicited commercial messages, using an unsubscribe facility is the most efficient way
to ensure the messages stop. However, you
can make a complaint to UCC about the

unsolicited nature of the message.
I’ve replied ‘STOP’ to an SMS message
as per the instructions, but I have received another message. What can I
do?
If you continue to receive SMS messages
after opting out, keep the messages and
make a complaint.
Why should I make a complaint?
Complaints and reports on unsolicited
SMS activity to the regulator are an integral part of unsolicited SMS investigations.
Without assistance from the public, the
regulator would be limited in its capacity
to fight them.

Lodging a complaint
However, if your service provider is not helpful in resolving
your unsolicited message complaint and the use of the code
has not yielded results, you are
advised to register a complaint
with UCC.
It is important to note that
UCC registered a 98.5 per
cent resolution on unsolicited
message complaints originally
perceived unsuccessful with
operators.
For instance, there is a regulation before the Minister of Information and Communications
Technology to be presented
before parliament; The Uganda
communications text and multimedia messaging regulations,
2014. This was developed to
bring sanity back into the telemarketing business as service
providers like to call it.
UCC has in addition established a sector working group
on unsolicited messages with
membership from telecommunication companies and
members of The Wireless Application Service Providers’
Association to which many
content originators belong to
address issues of unsolicited
messages.
Interestingly, there is the
Electronic transactions act
2011: spam sms and phone
calls, which spells out in its
provisions that a person who
spams another with unsolicited
messages or communication
should do so at no cost, with
an option for the consumer to
opt out.

The UCC’s complaints handling guidelines provide guidance on how complaints
are handled.
How can I stop unsolicited SMS from
telecommunication companies?
Write to your telecommunication service
provider clearly stating you do not wish to
receive any unsolicited SMS messages.
Most operators provide USSD codes to opt
out from unsolicited SMS.
Warid - *100*9*7*1#
MTN - *175*1*1*1#
Airtel - Write END and send to 122
To stop messages from other content
providers such as 177, write STOP and send
to sender’s number. E.g. STOP NEWS send
to 177 or STOP SPORTS send to 177. Alternatively, call your service providers’ customer service and request for your number
to be put on the “Do not disturb” list and
that you do not want to receive unsolicited
SMS of any kind. If the messages persistently continue coming, do not delete keep
a copy and register a complaint with UCC.
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Developing national postcode
Project. UCC is actively involved in both the
steering committee and is also financing the
on-going pilot phase of the project in Entebbe
Municipality.
By James T. Kafeero
editorial@ug.nationmedia.com

U
STANDARDS

Address
standards for
Uganda were
developed by
the national
project team,
adopted by
the National
Bureau of
Standards
and
approved
(S42
Certified) by
the Universal
Postal Union
in February
2012.

ganda is in the process
of developing a national
postcode and addressing system primarily aimed at
reforming and modernising the
delivery of postal services in the
country. It is expected that the
postcode system will not only
facilitate faster and more efficient mail processing, but will
also make it easy for postal and
courier operators to deliver
mail items to people’s residential and office addresses.
The proposed addressing
system will replace the one
currently used in the country
where it is not only difficult, but
also cumbersome to trace individuals other than Post Office
Box renters.
A postcode is defined as either a numerical or an alphanumerical address system primarily developed to ease the
sorting and delivery of mail.
The system is particularly convenient for not only mechanised mail-sorting but also for
facilitating home, or door-todoor mail delivery. Through
this system, the delivery of
other of social, economic and
emergency services is equally
facilitated since the address of

By Elijah Tumusiime
editorial@ug.nationmedia.com

D

on’t let your browsing habits get
the best of you, nobody likes to get
a huge bill at the end of the month
when it comes to data usage. Obviously with
capped data plans, data consumption can
be controlled in different ways including the
following;
Keep track of data usage
Android users can download a number of
great data monitoring applications such as
My Data Manager, Onavo Count, Data Usage Defender or 3G Watchdog. Use these
applications to track your data usage to
avoid additional charges on your monthly

Postcode will ease postal delivery in Uganda. PHOTO BY ISMAIL KEZAALA

every person is established and
stored in a central, accessible
database.
Since the development of a
postcode entails the naming of
roads/streets and numbering
of buildings, it subsequently
becomes easy for emergency
(ambulance, police and fire)
courier and other service providers to trace and reach their
clients’ premises whenever
need arises. Similarly the leadtime between an order and
delivery of the required merchandise /service (in the case
of business-to-customer mail-

ing) is substantially reduced
and the response rate is greatly
enhanced.
But before Ugandans can
enjoy the benefits of receiving
mail and other similar services
in the comfort of their respective homes, a number of activities have to be undertaken
and certain things put in place.
These include mapping and
zoning the entire country and
allocating a unique code for
each zone and sub-zone, developing address standards,
naming of all roads and streets
in the country, numbering all

houses/ buildings in the country, developing and maintaining
a national address database;
and mobilizing the necessary
financial and other resources
for the project.
The task of developing a
National Postcode and Addressing System for Uganda
is a multi-million dollar project
owned and spearheaded by
the Ministry of Information and
Communications Technology
(MoICT). It involves the participation of other key stakeholders including the Addressing
Group of the Universal Postal

Curbing data
consumption
bill and understand which of the applications
are draining the most of your data.
Not everything has to be in HD
Users who love to stream video from their

mobiles should consider viewing videos with
lower resolution to help keep the data monster in check. Granted the quality will take a
hit but then again that’s what Wi-Fi is there
for. A lot of these video streaming sites such
as YouTube come jammed with adverts that
slow loading times for pages.
Get advert block software such as Adblock
Plu, NoRoot Ad-Remover or TrustGo Ad Detector and get rid of those pesky ads.
Refrain from downloading and updating
software directly from a phone
Applications are set to automatically update by default so it’s best to disable this by
selecting settings in the Google Play Store
and selecting Update over Wi-Fi only.
Downloading and updating software can
consume your data. Users can save a lot on
data by accessing their home Internet to update and download software via the download manager.

Smart phone screen data shows how users can utilize their data. COURTESY PHOTO

Don’t forget to check that yWI-FI is on

Union (UPU), Uganda Communications Commission (UCC),
Uganda Post Ltd (UPL), Uganda
National Bureau of Standards,
Ministry of Local Government,
Ministry of Lands and Housing,
Ministry of Health, Ministry of
Internal Affairs, among others.
Rolling out of the project is
expected to be completed in a
period of about six years after
the Pilot Phase.
A number of key activities
have so far been carried out
including the conducting and
completion of National Study
by the Universal Postal Union
(UPU) and its subsequent approval by the Minister of ICT
in February 2008, the appointment of a National Steering
Committee, National Project
Team and a Project Secretariat
by the Minister of ICT on August 7, 2009.
Other milestones include the
adoption and inclusion of the
National Postcode and Addressing Project in the National
Development Plan in October,
2009, the selection of Entebbe
Municipal Council to pilot the
project as part of the work
plan, and holding of a number
of sensitisation workshops by
the National Postcode & Addressing Project Team for the
Entebbe Municipality leadership about the Postcode Pilot
in their area.
The writer is the head of
Postal Regulation at UCC.

This happens to the best of us! You leave
your abode in the morning and turn on your
mobile data for the commute to work and in
the rush of life simply forget to enable your
Wi-Fi. Make it a habit to check that your data
settings are correct and disable your mobile data as soon as your phone goes into
your pocket and enable Wi-Fi again when
you get the chance to connect to a suitable
network.
Subscribe to RSS feeds
Subscribing to a RSS feed saves much
more data than visiting the actual website. It
removes the need for us to manually check
the website for new content.
Your browser constantly monitors the site
and informs you of any updates, which can
be set to update automatically or whenever
you choose to update it. Popular applications such as Feed Me allow you to stay on
top of the things that interest you, all conveniently stored in one place and can save data
for offline viewing.

DOWNLOADING
Android users can download a number of
great data monitoring applications such
as My Data Manager, Onavo Count, Data
Usage Defender or 3G Watchdog. Use
these applications to track data usage
to avoid additional charges on your
monthly bill and understand, which of the
applications are draining most of your
data.

